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Targeted Conditional Zoning Growth Management Tool
To: Davidson Board of Commissioners 
From: Jason Burdette, Planning Director
Date: November 12, 2019
Re: Targeted Conditional Zoning Update

1. OVERVIEW
The Board of Commissioners directed staff to explore strategies to better control the pace of 
development –specifically targeted conditional zoning. Staff brought information to the Board in July 
2019 and was directed to explore creative strategies to implement a targeted conditional requirement
for residential development. The Board of Commissioners provided specific feedback on preferred 
strategies at their September work session. All strategies assume the existing planning areas designation 
as a baseline for any development.

BACKGROUND
Davidson is not immune to growth pressures, which seem to have amplified in recent years. The 
regional economy is strong and Davidson is an attractive place to live—the college, historic buildings, 
and intentional design/regulations contribute largely to this. Davidson has had success in determining 
what type of development should go where; Davidson has not had much success in controlling the 
timing of development. Implementing a targeted conditional zoning mechanism could improve the 
town’s ability to better control the pace of development, while simultaneously providing opportunities 
to secure specific town goals—such as affordable housing units constructed.

Davidson’s existing conditional zoning process (CPA) is an example of conditional zoning. The CPA 
provides the town with the broadest degree of discretion in making zoning decisions. Implementing 
targeted conditional thresholds would provide the Board of Commissioners greater control over 
approvals that were previously administrative. 

At their September 2019 work session, the Board of Commissioners provided feedback on a variety of 
options provided by staff. The four options with the most support included development size, affordable 
housing, rural/conservation, and historic preservation. 

STRATEGIES
Staff recommends a phased approach –moving forward with the most impactful strategy first. Once 
adopted, staff could review/evaluate strategic effectiveness over the following year, then move forward 
with the second phase. The benefits of a phased approach include a shorter timeline for 
implementation. A phased approach will be the best tool available to accomplish your immediate goals.
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Staff recommends moving forward with the development size metric in the first phase. The list below 
describes the development strategy metric, various options, and associated pros and cons. 

1. Development Size:
Staff identified the Planning Areas perceived to be feeling the most residential development 
pressure (Strategic Plan: Identify areas “on the cusp” of developing). They included Village Infill
(VIPA), Neighborhood Edge (NEPA), and Rural Planning Areas (RPA). For each of these planning 
areas, both unit count and acreages were explored by analyzing development trends over the 
last 20 years in Davidson. Averages were calculated. Removal of outliers was also included in the 
analysis. 

VILLAGE INFILL PLANNING AREA
 Unit Counts: Options include 56 (the average), 50 (syncs up with TIA threshold), or 36 

(the average when the outlier, Davidson Bay, is removed). 
 Acreage: Options include 10 acres (the average), 8 acres, or 6 acres (the average when 

the outlier, Davidson Bay, is removed). 

NEIGHBORHOOD EDGE PLANNING AREA
 Unit Counts: Options include 150 (approximate to the precise average of 156), 115, and 

75 (the average when the outlier, Davidson East, is removed). 
 Acreage: Options include 60 (approximate to the precise average of 62), 45, and 35 

(approximate to precise average of 32 when the outlier, Davidson East is removed). 

RURAL PLANNING AREA
 Unit Counts: Options include 30, 20 (approximate to the precise average, 19), or 14 (the 

average when the outlier, Narrow Passage is removed).
 Acreage: Options include 50 acres, 25 acres (approximate to the precise average of 25 

acres), or 15 acres (approximate to the precise average of 17 acres, when the outlier 
Narrow Passage is removed). 

2. Affordable Housing:
Initially, an affordable housing metric was considered to be included in phase one of the 
targeted conditional strategy. Specifically, developments that do not have an approved 
Affordable Housing program which includes the required built units on the ground would be 
required to be approved conditionally.

However, including affordable housing as a threshold could lead to conflicts when both targeted 
conditional strategies are applied (i.e. Developer plans to include built AH units, but exceeded 
development size thresholds). Additionally, requiring built AH units could be included in the
conditional process triggered by the development size threshold. Considering this, Affordable 
Housing has been removed from phase one of the targeted conditional strategy at this time.

2.RELATED TOWN GOALS
Strategic Plan Goal: Change land use regulations including tools available to slow growth. 
Planning Department Workplan: (Other Growth Management Tools). Explore Conditional Development 
Options” were both listed as secondary priorities on the Planning Department Workplan. 
Comprehensive Plan:
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 Continue to Provide Effective and Efficient Public Services—Growth should not place significant 
additional burdens on public services or infrastructure. 

 Maintain Quality Design and Sound Planning Principles—ongoing initiatives: consider rezoning in 
the Growth Reserve to better regulate the timing and type of development.

Core Values: Davidson’s traditional character is that of a small, historic college town, so land planning 
will reflect its historic patterns of village-centered growth including connection of neighborhoods, 
preservation of our historic resources, conservation of rural area, and provision of public spaces.
Planning Principle #6: We must manage growth so the town can provide public facilities and services 
apace with development.
Constituents Served: All citizens.

3. OPTIONS/PROS & CONS

Options: There are a number of ideas presented above. For development size, both unit count and 
acreages are options. A hybrid system could also be an option whereby the threshold is acreage in the 
Rural Planning Area and unit count in the Village Infill Planning Area. 

Pros:
1) Could better control the timing of development, adding intentional additional steps
2) Could provide opportunities to achieve specific town goals such as affordable housing
3) Could allow additional opportunities for public input
4) Provides the Board of Commissioners a direct say in the type and scale of development they 

would like to see in specific locations
5) Additional oversight for contextually sensitive development in most pressured neighborhoods 

(VIPA)
6) Lower unit count thresholds in VIPA would catch more parcels
7) In RPA, would likely trigger the largest parcels with significant open space requirements
8) In RPA, provides BOC influence on most sensitive/fragile land
9) Could allow additional flexibly for creative/innovative development

Cons:
1) Could reduce the value of larger parcels (i.e. harder to develop); significant burden on these 

property owners
2) Discourages missing middle building types on larger parcels; mix of building types on others
3) Could lead to uneven development pattern (if other planning areas deemed “easier”)
4) Unit count options could incent large lot development (expensive homes) and sprawl to stay 

below development thresholds 
5) Reduces the predictability of the process for land owners, developers, citizens, planners
6) Could significantly lengthen approval process
7) Could require additional staffing to accommodate lengthened and focused process
8) Would require additional time of the Board; specifically meeting time allocated to conditional 

discussion.
9) Would require additional time of the Planning Board; recommendation would be required 

beyond their typical “review and comment” per the DPO. 
10) Would likely lead to a highly-politicized process
11) Could negate previous community-wide planning efforts/initiatives/plans (i.e. create de facto 

conditional zoning everywhere)
12) Targeted threshold could result in the underutilization of land (i.e. not the highest and best use)
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4. FYI or RECOMMENDED ACTION
Feedback on the various options would be helpful to staff to move this forward. 

5. NEXT STEPS
Staff will research concepts further, engage members of the Planning Board, and bring back more 
specific recommendations. 

Considering the DPO requirements of proposed text amendments, Spring 2020 appears to be a 
reachable goal for adoption and implementation. 


